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Cost containment is the driving force behind an increasing number of medical
decisions, and medical education will soon have to recognize its importance.
In conclusion, Med-Caps is an enjoyable educational software program which is
highly recommended. Asclinical medicinebecomes increasinglydependent oncomput-
ers, it should be a useful addition to anydepartment's medical educational tools.
MAUREEN A. SMITH
MedicalStudent
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
GRAM * MAT * IK® MAC. THE EASIEST WAY TO IMPROVE YOUR WRITING. San
Francisco, CA, References Software International, 1990. Two disks and manual.
$110.00.
The original version of this program was written for DOS-based computers, and is
highly valued for the PC group. This version has been modified for use with the
Macintosh. It has two 3.5-inch DSDD disks, a manual, and a brief beginner's style
book. The manual is clear, the program follows standard Macintosh format and
delivers what it promises, but there are some problems, which are discussed later.
The program evaluates a manuscript in many ways. At the simplest level, it checks
for punctuation errors, such as incomplete parentheses or quotation marks, absence or
misplacement of periods or commas, and inappropriate capitalization. It also recog-
nizes grammatical errors such as disagreements between subject and verb in singular
versus plural, or between the gender of nouns and pronouns. Becoming more sophisti-
cated, it recognizes and defines commonly confused words and homonyms (excepted
versus accepted; capital versus capitol, and the like), split infinitives, long-winded or
wordy constructions, vague modifiers, cliches, undesirable or weak sentence structure
(e.g., beginning a sentencewith "But"; useofthepassivevoice), and long orincomplete
sentences. It also can recognize gender-specific constructions, such as "he" or "she,"
for which it recommends substituting gray "they."
The program recognizes that different typesofwriting needdifferent typeofrules. It
can be set to fit five styles ofwriting: business, technical, general, fiction, and informal,
in order ofincreasing flexibility. There are 40 different classes ofrules, and each can be
either active or ignored, at the option of the user. This fixture provides an extremely
flexible way oftailoring the program to fit an individual's needs in a separate "custom"
mode, which can be saved.
In addition, there is a spelling checker, but it is not interactive, and can be used only
to check the entire manuscript simultaneously with the grammar check. I found it
cumbersome and prefer to use a more flexible program that can respond as I write, and
check a paragraph, a line, or a single word.
Once the program has started (which takes about 30 seconds), it requests the name
of the word processing program to be checked. It can handle MacWrite® 4.5 or later,
MacWrite1I®, Microsoft® Word 3.0and4.0,andWordPerfect® 1.0. FilesinWriteNow®
2.0 must be converted to Rich Text Format (RTF). (For other word processors, the
manuscript must be converted to text [ASCII], which sacrifices formatting.) The
operator then selects the file to be edited. Mounting this file takes about a minute. To
protect the original file, the user saves a working copy. He or she then selects the mode
of function: complete interactive checking; merely marking the errors; marking the
errors and adding advice; or checking the "quality" of the writing by calculatingSOFTWARE REVIEWS
statistics about the length of paragraphs, sentences, and words and the frequency of
uncorrected inappropriate usages. Ordinarily, one would use the "Full Interactions"
menu. Starting this process requires about 90 seconds.
The program then scans the text, marking each "error," showingthetypeofmistake,
and giving a brief recommendation for action. If the operator doesn't understand the
simple comments on the screen, he or she can request further help, which includes a
discussion ofthe problem and references tostandard textbooks. Thequestionableusage
can be corrected, or the advice ofthe program can be ignored. After all corrections are
complete, the program calculates the statistics, including the Flesch-Kinkaid Grade
Level, Flesch Reading Ease, and Gunning's Fog Index, for whatever they are worth. It
also compares the manuscript's scoreon these tests with threestandards: a Hemingway
short story, Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address," and a life insurance policy, in ascending
order of difficulty for readers. The operator can substitute other standards for these
three publications.
How does it work? It is fascinating, teasing, and fun. You can't take all the
recommendations seriously, because the program makes many errors. For example, it
does not always recognize the past progressive tense, so it considers "Theboy was gone
to the store" an inappropriate use ofthe passive voice. Its rule for "that" and "which,"
is simple-use "which" after a comma and "that" if no comma is present. I have
always had trouble with the rules for these two words and believe that the comma rule
is too specific. The punctuation gives a hint, but, to make a properjudgment, you need
tounderstand the meaningofthedependent clause. That is morethan this program can
handle. It considers "rather" a weak and indefinite modifier. This idea is true, if the
word modifies an adjective, but "rather than" can legitimately mean "instead of." To
GRAM. MAT-IK, this is still a misuseoftheword. Still, I enjoyedusing theprogramand
felt it helped my writing style.
Then the roof fell in! The computer started bombing in mid-run. In this program,
when the computer freezes, you are in bad trouble, because you lose everything you
have done. At first I thought this predicament might be a problem in my Macintosh
Plus, but the same difficulty occurred with a Macintosh IIcx. "OK," you say, "you
deserve to be in trouble ifyou didn't save your work as you went along." Unfortunately,
you can't save your work, except by closing the program and then re-opening it, using
the modified manuscript as the "original" and designating a new copy for the working
manuscript. Each time you "save" in this way, you spend at least four and a half
minutes looking at your fingernails and hating the programmer. On one 17-page paper,
I lost my work three times before starting this maneuver. Then I had to repeat it six
times, for a total of nine tries! The manuscript may have improved, but I was furious.
The lack of a way to "save" changes during the work is a fatal flaw in what would
otherwise be a fine program.
The manufacturer says that MacWrite II tends to bomb if the manuscript has
headers or footers. The way around this problem is to save the manuscript in the RTF
format beforescanning it. The program runs much more rapidly in this mode, and they
say it should not bomb, but it still bombed for me. Until the programmers provide a
method for saving during the scan and fix the tendency to bomb, this program is bad
news. The manufacturer tells me a modification will appear next autumn; perhaps the
new version will have repaired these defects. Meanwhile, don't waste your time on the
present edition.
I ran this review through the program. It is more readable (tenth grade level) than a
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life insurance policy (college freshman), about the same as the Gettysburg Address,
and much less readable than Hemingway (fifth grade level). I used more words per
sentence than Hemingway (18.5 versus 13.5) but less than Lincoln (26.8). I used
longer words than any of the references (4.8 letters per word, versus 4.0 for Heming-
way) but used fewer prepositions (10.7 percent) than any of the others. This curious
information might be useful to some, but it doesn't help me much.
PHILIP K. BONDY
Department ofInternalMedicine
Yale University School o Medicine
LIFE & DEATH. Sherman Oaks, CA, The Software Toolworks, 1988. For IBM and
compatibles. Requires 512 Kb RAM and CGA, EGA, or VGA graphics. $49.95.
Always wanted to be a surgeon? Now's your chance! In this game, you are the new
surgical intern at Toolworks General and have a chance to diagnose and treat various
causes of abdominal pain. Along the way, you palpate abdomens, read X-rays, order
treatment, and, at the heart of the game, perform surgery. Operating is remarkably
realistic. To succeed, you must scrub, prep, drape, administer anesthesia and intrave-
nous fluids, incise the various layers ofthe abdominal wall, clamp and ligate bleeders,
deliver and remove the appendix, then suture all the layers. Along the way lie many
perils, someofwhich are explained in thedocumentation, in messages on the screen, or
in frequent trips back to medical school. Other perils, however, must be learned by
considerable trial and error. We played about 100 times before successfully removing
the appendix. We were then allowed to go on to grafting an aortic aneurysm with a
whole new set ofproblems. Solving these is part ofthe challenge and the fun, and there
are enough rewards along the way to keep the game interesting.
Make no mistake-this program is a game, not a tutorial. Its basic structure is
similar to treasure hunt computer games, but with arrhythmias and perforated colons
instead of goblins and mazes, and successful completion of various stages instead of
accumulated treasure. It does require more eye-hand coordination and quick reflexes
than most treasure games, especially at the advanced levels. The documentation says
that it can be played from the keyboard, but we found a mouse or joystick to be
essential.
A word of warning-don't lose the "beeper" that comes with the game. It is
necessary to answer calls on the telephone. The phone messages are irrelevant, but if
you don't answer thecalls, the program will not let you proceed. The beeper isbasically
a very clever copy protection device, since reproducing the hundreds ofnumbers would
be exceedingly time-consuming.
We have only two complaints. First, the game takes a long time to play-10 to 15
minutes per operation-and if you make a mistake you have to start over, which can
become boring. Second, some ofthe impasses are solved less by logic than by guessing
what the programmer was thinking. In general, however, the game is great fun and
good for hours of entertaining diversion. The advanced levels require more precision
and quicker reflexes, and there is even a nightmare mode for those who have mastered
the basics. Ironically, a surgeon is at a disadvantage playing thegame, because someof
the steps are very different from real life (e.g., you have to transfuse blood during the
skin incision in every operation!).
This game will appeal to teenagers and adults who enjoy computer games which